Chirp-Zone Tags
The Tags
Attach a tag to everything you wish to protect
If a Chirp-Zone Tag is taken too far away from the Hub, the alarm
will sound until it is returned to the zone or deactivated with the
Remote. The Tag is also jam-proof - if you try and conceal or
block the signal between the Tag and Hub then the alarm will also
sound.
There are currently two types of Tag - Lanyard and Surface

Lanyard Tag
Our most popular Tag, this features a 17cm loop which can be
detached and fastened around the product you wish to protect perfect for handbags or items of clothing.
The Lanyard Tag is sold in packs of 25 and we offer varying
lengths of cables as optional accessories.

Surface Tag
The Surface Tag has a small depression switch which means the Tag
can be attached to the surface of product by either adhesive pad, or
zip tie.
If the Tag is removed from the product then the depression switch is
activated even if the Tag is still within range of the Chirp-Zone Hub.
There is a range of accessories available to make the Surface Tag
even more effective and with a larger number of applications.
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Chirp-Zone Tags (cont)
Protect More Stock
Each Hub is supplied with 25x Lanyard Tags but if you
wish to protect more products - or different types of
products - then you will need extra Tags.
All extra tags are supplied in packs of 25 and we sell the
following accessories. Please contact us for pricing.

Accessories
For the Lanyard style Tag we sell different length cables, ranging from Extra Short to Extra Large.
This enables you to loop the tag around larger - or even multiple - products.
12cm - Extra Short
17cm - Short
25cm - Medium
100cm - Large
200cm - Extra Large

For the Surface style Tag we sell a range of accessories to help you better secure your tags to
your items and we are continually innovating to make chirp compatible with even more products.

Tag Cage
Secure to any
product

Adhesive Pads
Help secure to
any product
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